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ABsrRAcr

Aksaite is a hydrous magnesium borate with chemical formula MgO.3BzOr.5HzO.
The lattice parameters are: a:12.540(6) , b:24.327 (11) , and c:Z .480(3) A. Space group
Pbca, Z:8. Integrated Weissenberg photographs were taken by using Cu Ka radiation
and multiple-film packs. The crystal structure has been solved by means of a three-dimen-
sional Patterson synthesis and some consecutive three-dimensional Fourier syntheses.
The least-squares refinement, performed in the Iast cycle with anisotropic thermal param-
eters' was stopped at a final R value of 0.039 for the observed refle-xions. The crystal struc-
ture of aksaite contains monomeric polyanions [Beoz(oH)olr- formed by three six-mem-
bered boron oxygen rings, each ring consisting of two tetrahedra and one triangle. There-
fore the structural formula of aksaite is Mg[Booz(oH)61 .2Hro. The monomeric units are
linked together, along the z direction, by Mgoe octahedra; other Iinkages are formed by
a thick network of hydrogen bonds.

INrnopucrroN

Aksaite, a hydrated magnesium borate, has been described as a ne.w
mineral by Blazko et al. (1962). These authors suggested two chemical
formulas as most  probable:  2MgO.5BrOa.8H:O and 3MgO.ZB2Oa
'10HrO. Clark and Erd (1963),  whi le  work ing on MgO.3BzOa.5H2O
synthetized by Lehmann and Papenfuss (1959), discovered that this
synthetic magnesium borate was identical with aksaite. Therefore
aksaite should belong to the family oI r:3r borates. This series includes
many members both mineral and synthetic; nevertheless, only a few of
them have been examined from a structural point of view. Further-
more, it was interesting to investigate whether some structural features
found in macallisterite (Dal Negro et al., 1969), the other Mg-member
of the 1 :3c series, were present also in aksaite.

The sample used in this investigation was prepared by Lehmann and
Papenfuss and was supplied to us by Clark.

ExpnnrwNrer
The specimen used in this investigation is a colorless prismatic fragment. The unit-cell

parameters have been redetermined by extrapolating the values deduced from measure-
ments with a single-crystal difiractometer. The new unit-cell parameters, obtained in this
way, are reported below together with other relevant crystallographic data:
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S n e n e  o r n r r n

o
b

Cell volume
Cell contents
Specific gravity calc.
Specific gravity obs.

Pbca

12.s40(6) A
24.327 (lD f\
7.480(3) A

2282 A3
8 Mg[BoO,(OH)'] '2H'O
1.97 5
1.99(1) (Clark and Erd, 1963).

The crystal was rotated about the c axis and integrated Weissenberg photographs were

taken by using Cu Ko radiation and multiple-film packs. Lorentz-polarization and ar-az

spot-doubling corrections r^'ere applied to the photometrically measured intensities. No

correction for absorption u.as made trecause of thelo'lv value of the linear absorption coeffi-

cient and the smallness of the sample (pR:1.5). A total of 1884 independent reflexions

out of the 2610 possible u,'ith Cu Ka radiation (about 72 percent) were inspected; 486

spots were too weak to be accurately measured and were considered as unobserved.

Srrucrunp Aner.vsrs

A three-dimensionai Patterson synthesis u,'as first computed and the solution of the

crystal structure was attempted at the same time by means of direct methods. lirom the

Patterson synthesis it was possible to obtain the coordinates of the Mg atom and of the

six octahedrally coordinated oxygen atoms, in complete agreement u'ith the hypothesis

suggested by the direct methods. By using such coordinates and by some consecutive three-

dimensional Fourier synthesis it has been possible to establish the position of all the atoms

present in the asymmetric unit, with the cbvious exclusion of hydrogens'

A structure-factor calculation with the coordinates so obtained yielded an overall

disagreement index R:>lAFl />lFOl :0.10' The/-curves for neutral atoms of Mg, o,

and B given by Hanson et al'. (1964) were used.

After two least-squares cycles performed with the Busing, Martin, and Levy (7962)

computer program ORFLS, with isotropic thermal parameters, the R index lowered to

0.065. At this stage a comparison between the observed and calculated structure-factors

suggested that many of the strongest reflexions might be sufiering from secondary extinc-

tion effects. The correction proposed by Zachariasen (1963a) was applied (final value

s:1.5 10-5), and it was decided to use anisotropic thermal parameters.

Convergence was attained after one cycle and the R index was reduced to 0.045. A

three-dimensional difierence Fourier synthesis was carried out in order to locate the hydro-

gen atoms. On the basis oI the difierence map and of the O-O distances, it was possible

to determine the coordinates of nine out o{ the ten hydrogen atoms contained in the

asymmetric unit. The nine hydrogen atoms were included in the structure-factor calcula-

tion with isotropic temperature f actors fixed at 2.5 L2. The reliability index decreased to

a final value R:0.39 after one least-squares cycle in which the parameters of the hydrogen

atoms were not refined. AII the observed structure-factors were weighted equaliy.

The observed and calculated structure-factors are listed in Table 1.1 The positional

and thermal parameters with their standard deviations are listed in Table 2

1 To obtain a copl' of Table 1, listing observed and calculated structure-factors of

aksaite, order NAPS Document 01518 from National Auxiliary Publications Service of the

A.S.I.S., c/o CCM fnformation Corporation, 909 Third Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022;

remitting in advance $2.00 for microfiche or $5.00 for photocopies, payable to CCMIC

NAPS,
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Tanr-o 2. FnecnoNer, Arourc Coonornarns wrrn THErR Srawoe.no DnvrArroNs
rN Pennurursrs eNo Equrvlr,rNr Isotnoprc Tnlrponarunr

Facrons errrn Helrr.rou (1959)

Atom v/br/a e"(Ar)

Mg
B ( 1 )
B(2)
B(3)
B(4)
B(s)
B(6)
o(1)
o(2)*
o(3)
o(4)
o(s)
o(6)*
o(7)
o(8)
o(9)*
o(10)
o (11 ) *
o(12)*
o(13)*
o(14)**
o(  15)+*

0 4316(1)
.6se2(3)
. s01s(3)
. s303(3)
6s77 (3)
4ss3(3)

.7130(3)

.714r(2)

.se67(2)

.s7 67 (2)

.7338(2)
( q o 1 / r \

4 1  L \ ( 1 \

.466e(2)
L7 t ?,(') \

.4606(2)

.6178(2)

.6e77 (2)

.4273(2)

.7878(2)

.26se(2)

.4140(2)

0 1279(t )
.3673(r)
.33s8(1)
4387 (t)

.27 61(r)

.40s3(1)
463s(1)
.3  181  (1 )
.3s86(1)
3814(1)

.412s (1)

.2842(r)

.333 1 (1)

.3s09(1)
446s(1)
a"L?g(  1 \

.4777 (1 )

.2244(1)
4178(1)
s048(1)

.1127 (1)

.1ee6(1)

0.0s42(2)
s902(6)

. t87 6(6)

.2s06(7)

.24s0(6)
- 0318(6)

3434(6)
.3330(3)
. ssze(4)
.2491(3)
.4020(3)
182 1 (3)

. 3 133 (3)

. 0081 (3)

.083s(4)

.4074(4)

.26s9(4)
,4L1 (L\

- .2081(4)
3s26(4)

.0s41 (4)

. 206s (3)

0 . 6 7
0 8 2
0.  86
0 . 7 9
0 8 5
0  . 8 3
0 8 2
0 . 9 3
1 .08
0 . 6 4
0 . 9 5
0 . 9 5
1 . 0 0
1 . 0 4
0 . 9 2
| . 0 7
r 0 7
1 7 8
| . 0 2
1 6 6
1 . 9 2
0 9 6

The sign (*) marks the oxygen atoms belonging to hydroxyls The sign (+r) marks
those belonging to water molecules.

DrscussroN

The aksaite structure is characterized by monomeric poryanions
[860?(oH)6]'?- similar to those found for the first t ime in macall isterite.
Thel' consist of three BOz(OH) triangles and of three BOa(OH) tetra-
hedra sharing one vertex (see Fig. 1). A complex of three six-mem-
bered boron oxygen rings is originated, each ring being formed by two
tetrahedra and one triangle. Therefore, each polyanion consists of 13
oxygens, one of them being central and common to three B atoms, six
shared between a triangular boron and a tetrahedral one, and six l inked
to a single boron. The latter oxygens belong to hydroxyls, in complete
agreement with the third Christ's rule (Christ, 1960).

The three rings of the polyanions are not coplanar; in particular the
planes formed by the oxygens of each ring intersect each other with
angles of 156o, 166o, and 158o (see Table 3), with a mean value of 160"
somewhat larger than that, (151"), found in tunnell ite (Clark, 1964)
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O"n Q o O B

Frc. 1. Details of the projection on the ry plane showing some [86O7(OH)d* poly-

anions and one Mgo6 octahedron involved in hydrogen bonds. origin at upper left with

*c up; the polyanion shown from 0 to b/4is at l/2lz with respect to its counterpart in

theregion b/4tob/2.  unconnectedbondsare toatomsrelatedby f  l inztothoseshown.

Atoms marked with (') are aI n-l/2, y' l/2-z

Atoms marked with (") ate at r, L/2-y, z-l/2

Atoms marked wi th (" ' )  are at  l - tc ,  y- l /2,1/2-z

Atoms marked with ("") are at fr, l/2-y. l/2*z

Ta*r 3. *r*o

Ring Ring atoms B-O-B anglesr

. H

1 B(1)-o(1)-B(4)-O(s)-B(2)-o(3)

2 B(2)-O(7)-B(s)-O(8)-B(s)-O(3)

B(1)-O(1)-B(4) rr9o 46',
B(4)-O(5)-B(2) r24" 3r',
B(2)-O(3)-B(1) rr7" 46',

B(2)-O(7)-B(s) 118o 31'
B(s)-o(8)-B(3) r22" 53'
B(3)-O(3)-B(2) 1l5o 41',

1 All angles *20'.
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TesLE 3 (Continud.)

1557

Ring Ring atoms R-O-B angles

B ( 1 )-o(3)-B (3) -O( 10)-B (6)-O (4) 8(3)-0(10)-8(6) r2ro 40'
B(6)-0(4)-8(1) r23o s4'
B(1)-O(3)-B(3) 1r7o 49'

average of 9 120" t6'

Equation2 of plane through three oxygens in the form ArlBylCz:D

Ring

I

2
J

-0.4488 -0. r44s 0.8774 _2.9518
-0.7635 -0.1233 0.6339 _5.4842
-0.5205 0.0689 0.8511 _1.5396

Angles between planes of ring oxygens

l 1 2
l 1 3
213

1560
1660
15go

Ring Atom Deviation from plane of ring oxygens (A)

B(1)
B(2)
B(4)
o(11)

o(2)
o(6)

B(2)
B(3)
B(s)
o(12)

o(6)
o(e)

B(1)
B(3)
B(6)
o(13)

o(2)
o(e)

+0.  s13
+0.181
- 0 . 1 1 3
-0.162

+r.969
+ 1 . 5 1 1

+0. s6s
+0.279
-0.241
-0.846

+2.004
+ r . 6 7 5

+0.336
+0.4()8
-o.152
-  0 .512

+1 .76s
+1 .870

2 *, y, z are ttre atomic coordinates in A units referred to the crystallographic axes and
D is the distance of the planes from the origin in A units.
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Irrc. 2. Clinographic projection of the [860?(oH)6],- polyanion and Mgo6 0ctahe-
dron, iinked together to form a chain along the c axis'

where the deviation from 180o was considered dependent on polymeriza-

tion of the polyanions to form sheets.
The B-O bonds involving the three tetrahedral hydroxyls of the poly-

anions are all almost exactly perpendicular to the planes of the rings,

the hydroxyls standing out on the same side. Such hydroxyls [O(2"),
0(6"), O(9")1, the two water molecules [O(14), O(15)] and the triangular

hydroxvl O(12"") which belongs to another polyanion at the distance

of one c-period, give rise to an almost regular octahedron around the

Mg atom (mean d is tance Mg-O:2.090 A).
Each Mg-Oo octahedron connects two adjacent polyanions; in this

way infinite chains along the a-axis are generated (see Fig' 2)' This

structural feature is the basic difference between aksaite and macal-

Iisterite, where the polyanion-octahedron complex is isolated'

The hvdroxy.l o(12) connecting the octahedra with the polyanions is

the furthest from the plane of the oxygens belonging to the ring 2 (see

Table 3) .

G
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Terr,n 4. Drsra,wcrs Rrrernn ro rrm Hyonocrn BoNos

1559

Bond LengthsBond Lengths

2 780(3) A
2.763(3)
2 803(3)
2.641(3)
2  .777 (3 )
2.80C(4)
2 .7 s4(3)
2 6s3(4)

Atoms Atoms

aQ") -o(11)
0(6) -o(1)
o(11)  -O(1s)
a(12"")-o(lo, , ,)

o(13',) -O(8)
o(14) -(O(1.3" )
o(1s) -o(s)
o(1.5) 417"",

o(2") - 11
0(6)- H
o(11' , ) - -H
o(72"") - . -H
O(13')- 11
o(1a)-s
o(14)--H
O(1s)- 11
o(1s)- 11

0.ee7 A
0 9 9 8
1.000
0.992
0 998
0.992
1 .003
0. 995
0.996

Besides the connections between octahedra and polyanions along the
z direction, a thick network of hydrogen bonds is present which insures
the connections a,mong the polyanions either directly or through the
water molecules.

Only nine, out of the ten hydrogen atoms contained in the asymmetric
unit, have been located. Eight of them connect oxygen atoms with dis-
tances smaller than 3.0 A by -eatts of hydrogen bonds.

A three-dimensional difference Fourier, computed at R:0.045,
showed a number of small peaks. The number of these peaks was greater
than the number of hydrogen atoms present in the unit-cell, indicating
that some peaks were spurious. The positions for eight hydrogen atoms
were chosen by taking into account eight peaks which were along the
O-O directions l isted in Table 4. A ninth peak was located along the
direction of the oxygens O(14) and O(11'), whose distance is 3.224.
Thus it has been possible to single out the hydrogens belonging to the
two water molecules and to fi.ve oxygens connected to a single boron.
However, there was a sixth oxygen atom, O(9), connected to a single
boron and which had to be a hydroxvl: around this atom the difference

TAer,n 5. FnacuoNar CoonorNlrrs or HvonocnN Arous

v/btc/a

II:"-rt

Ho-r'

Hr r , - rs

Hp,", _r0,,

Hr;,-s

Hr l - r , , . ,

Hu
I l6_i,",

Hts-s

0. 633
0.342
0 . 2 7 5
0 . 4 1 0
U . J J )

o.247
0.245
0.434
0.467

0 . 1 7 1
0 . 3 2 8
0.216
0.043
0.484
0 . 0 7 4
o.147
0 . 1 8 1
0 230

0 . r 2 2
0.2f f i
0 .  238
0.270
o.124
0.087
0. t t7
0 .320
0.  198
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Tesln 6. Macrrsruu-OxvcEN AND Bonox-Oxvcnr DrstaNcrs AND TrrErrr

SreNnlnn DnvrltroNs ru P.q.nrrrnnsns

Mg-O(2")
Mg-O(9")
Mg-O(14)

2.oes(3) A
2 093(3)
2.rr l (s)

Mg-O(6")
Ms O(12"")
Me-o(1s)

2.M8(3)  A
2 .098(3)
2.oe4(s)

B(1)-O(1)
B(1)-o(2)
B(1)-o(3)
B(1)-o(4)

Average

1.44s(4)  A
1 .463(s)
1.  s17(4)
1.446(4)

B(2)-o(3)
B(2)-o(s)
B(2)-O(6)
B(2)-o(7)

r .s27@) A
1.4s0(4)
t .4M(4)
I .4s8(s)

1 .468
B(3)-o(3)
B(3)-o(8)
B(3)-O(e)
B(3)-O(10)

Average

verage
.s1o(4) A
.446(s)
.468(s)
.4ss(4)

L . 4 7 0

t . +70

B(4)-O(1)
B(4)-o(s)
B(4)-O(11)

Average

1 372@) A
1 .363(4)
1 .3s7(4)

B(s)-o(7)
B(s)-o(8)
B(s)-o(12)

1.363(4) A
1 .344(s)
1 .3ee(s)

1 .3691.364 Average

8(6)-0(4) r.342@) L
8(6)-0(10) r.37r(4)
8(6)-0(13) |.376(4)

Average 1 .363

Average of 12 tetrahedral B-O distances 1.469
Average of 9 triangular B-O distances 1.365

map showed a smearing of the electron density and furthermore the
oxygen closest to it, O(13'), was at a distance of.3.27 A. Therefore it
has not been possible to establish the position of the tenth hydrogen
which does not seem to belong to a hydrogen bond.

The fractional coordinates of the nine hydrogen atoms are listed in
Table 5.

All interatomic distances and angles with their standard deviations
were calculated by using Busing, Martin, and Levy's (1964) ORFFE
program.

The B-O distances both in the triangles and in the tetrahedra (see

Table 6) and the O-B-O angles (see Table 7) are within the range of the
values found in other borates.

As it was predicted by Zachariasen (1963b) and actually found in



Telm 7. OxvopN-Bonox-OxycnN ANcros AND TrrErR Srmvoann
DnvrerroNs rN ParuNrnnsns

Atoms AngIes

Tetrahedron around B(1)

Tetrahedron around B(2)

Tetrahedron around B(3)

o(1)-B(1)-O(2)
o(1)-B(1)-o(3)
o(1)-B(1)-o(4)
o(2)-B(1)-O(3)
o(2)-B(1)-O(4)
o(3)-B(1)-o(4)

o(3)-B(2)-O(s)
o(3)-B(2)-O(6)
o(3)-B(2)-o(7)
o(s)-B(2)-o(6)
o(s)-B(2)-o(7)
o(6)-B(2)-O(7)

o(3)-B(3)-o(8)
o(3)-B(3)-O(e)
o(3)-B(3)-O(10)
o(8)-B(3)-o(e)
o(8)-B(3)-O(10)
o(e)-B(3)-o(10)

1 13'55',(18)
107"50'(17',)
109"48',(16',)
104o16',(15)
1 13"5s',(18)
108'7',(16',)

109"12'(15)
107o47'(18')
106"12'(16')
ll0" 52', (17 ')

109.53',(18)
rtz"42',(16',)

107"34',(17',)
108.16'(17)
108 '7 ' (16)
112"59',(16',)
110.23',(18)
109o20'(18',)

Triangle around B(4)

Triangie around B(5)

Triangle around 8(6)

o(1)-B(4)-O(s)
o(1)-B(4)-o(11)
o(s)-B(4)-o(11)

o(7)-B(s)-o(8)
o(7)-B(s)-o(12)
o(8)-B(s),o(12)

o(4)-B(6)-o(10)
o(4)-B(6)-O(13)
o(10)-B(6)-O(13)

121"57', (18',)
121"38',(19')
1t6"24',(18',)

t24"25',(27',)
116"22',(20',)
t19o 7',(18',)

122"44'.(19',)
t2t"M',(19',)
175"31',(77',)

Taer"E 8. BonoN-Bonon Drsrgcrs Wrrrur.r rnr Poly.lNroN Wrrn
rrnrn Srlrrplnp DBvrnrrons rN PARENTTTESES

B(1)-B(2)
B(1)-B(3)
B(1)-B(4)
B(1)-B(6)
B(2)-B(3)
B(2)-B(4)
B(2)-B(s)
B(s)-B(s)
B(3)-B(6)

Average

2.606(6) A
2.s92(s)
2 .4s7 (s)
2.46r(s)
2. s71(s)
2.4e0(s)
2.42s(6)
2.4sr(6)
2.468(s)

2.500
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Terrr 9. OxvcaN-OxvcnN Drsrexcns WrrnrN rnr BonoN-Oxlcnr Pollnnona

Tetrahedron around B(1) Tetrahedron around B(2)

o(1)-o(2)
o(1)-o(3)
o(1)-o(4)
o(2)-o(3)
o(2) o(4)
o(3)-o(4)

Average

2.418(3)  A
2.394(3)
2.366(3)
2 . 3s3 (4)
2.4s9(3)
2.399(3)

2 395

0(3)-0(6) 2.401(3) A
o(3)-o(s) 2 427(s)
o(3)-o(7) 2 .388(3)
o(s)-o(6) 2.384(3)
o(s)-o(7)  2.381(3)
0(6)-0(7) 2.+16(4)

Average 2.399

Tetrahedron around B(3)

o(3)-o(8) 2.38s(3) A
o(3)-o(e) 2 413(3)
o(3)-o(10) 2.400(3)
o(8)-o(e) 2.430(4)
o(8)-o(10) 2.382(3)
o(e)-o(10) 2.38s(3)

Average 2.399

Triangle around B(4) Triangle around B(5)

o(1)-o(s)
o(1)-o(11)
o(s)-o(11)

Average

r  ? o r l ? r  I

2 .383(3)
2.312(3)

2 . 3 6 2

o(7)-o(8) 2.3es(3)
o(7)-o(12) 2 .347 (3)
o(8)-o(12) 2 36s(4)

Average 2.369

Triangle around 8(6)

o(4) -o(10)
o(4) -o(13)
o(10)-o(13)

Average

2 381(3)
2.374(3)
2 32s(s)

2 . 3 5 9

.\verage of 18 tetrahedral O-O distances 2.398 A

Average of 9 triangular O-O distances 2.363

tunellite, in strontium and lead tetraborates (Perloff 1966), and in
macall isterite, the three B-O lengths for the oxygen bonded to three
boron atoms, are slightly larger (mean value 1.518 A) than the usual
value 1.470 A; such an increase is to be expected from bonding considera-
tions and coincides with that suggested by Zachariasen.
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TAsr,r 10. Cnancn Berewcnl

1563

Te
B ( 1 )

Te
(B2)

Te
B(3)

Tr
B(4)

Tr
B(s)

Tr
B(6) Mg++

H
bond

lr+

o(1)

o(2)

o(3)

o(4)

o(s)

o(6)

o(7)

o(8)

o(e)

o(10)

o(11)

o(12)

o(13)

o(14)

o(1s)

0 .82 0 . 9 8 o .22 2 . O 2

0 . 7 7 0 .  33 0 .79 1 . 8 9

0 6 5 0.  63 0 . 6 9 r . 9 7

0 . 8 1 1 .06 I  . 8 7

0 . 8 0 1 . 0 0 0 . 2 8 2 .08

0 . 8 2 0 .33 0 .  78 1 . 9 3

0 .  78 1 . 0 0 o .23 2 . 0 1

0 . 8 1 1 .06 0 . 2 1 2 . 0 8

0 . 7 6 0 .33 1 .00 2 . 0 9

0 . 7 9 0 9 8 0 .  2 8 2 .05

1 . 0 2 1 . 0 1 2 .03

0 .92 0 .33 o . 7 2 1 . 9 7

0 .97 1 .00 r . 9 7

0.33 o .79 1 .00 2 . 1 2

0 .33 r .69 2.02

J .  U 5 3 .03 3 .05 3 .00 98 3 . 0 1 1 .98 8 . 0 0 2 .00 30.  10

r values for B-o and H-bonds taken from zachariasen (1963b). Te means tetrahedral
B and Tr triangular B.

The mean B-B distance in Table 8 is 2.500 A, smaller than that found
both in tunell ite and in macall isterite (2.544;, but close to that found
in the 2:3x borates (Clark et a1,., 1964). However even in aksaite three
Iarger B-B separations are present (2.606,2.592, and 2.57 14) around
the triply linked oxygen. Basically the three rings of the polyanion
[B6O7(OH)6]'- are smaller than those found in tunell ite and in macal-
listerite. In particular the ring 2, connected to the Mg-octahedron
through the O(12), is the smallest, having a mean B-B separation of
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TlslE 11. Alrer,vsrs ol rrm Awrsornoptc Tupnuel P.a'nAuntnnsr

Uicu i oUpU&U$AiaAtom r.m.s.

88 96 173
60 30 94
30 119 85

56 142 105
34 55 86
95 75 164

90 150 119
16 82 104
73 118 33

B(1)

B(2)

B(3) 746 121 93
118 34 107
78 103 762

126 t37 145
101 57 117
38 t14 155

76 111 154
27 63  87
67 145 65

77 117 30
133 56 62
133 134 101

108 142 59
27 116 97

109 114 148

78 110 23
22 67 93
7l r49 113

63 743 113
62 54  131

139 96 129

t49 94 59
84 18  72
59 108 36

o (1 )

o(2)

o(3)

o(4) 0.0e0( 7)
0.096( 6)
0 148( 6)

0 . 0 7 6 (  s )
0 .097(  3 )
0 .106(  3 )

0 .07E(12)
0 . 1 1 1 (  9 )
0.122(13)

0 . 0 8 7 ( 1 1 )
0 .0e3(10)
0 . 1 3 4 ( 1 1 )

0 .07E(1  1)
0 .096(10)
o  .12r (12)

0 .087(10)
0 .09E(14)
0 . 1 2 s (  e )

0 .070(21)
0 .099r  9 )
0 . 1 3 2 (  8 )

0 .078(17)
0 .109(  e )
0  1 1 5 (  8 j

0 o92\ 7)
0 . 1 0 1 1  6 )
0  132(  6 )

0 .0e7(  e )
0 . 1 1 s (  5 )
o 140( s)

0  082(  7 )
0 .082(  8 )
0 . 1 1 4 (  6 )

o(s) 0 0e0( 6)
0 .106 (  6 )
0 .133 (  6 )

o(6)  0.087(10)
0 .113 (  s )
0 .134 (  s )

O(7) 0.077(10)
0 108( 6)
0 . 1 5 1 (  s )

o(8)  0.0e2( 6)
0.102( 8)
0 .12E(  s )

o(e) 0 0e3( 9)
0 .103 (  6 )
0 .147 (  s )

o(10) 0.0E6( 6)
0.104( 6)
0 .1s7 (  6 )

o(11) 0.074( 1)
0 .133 (  s )
0 .216 (  s )

o(12) 0.067(14)
0 .108 (  5 )
0 . 1 s 7 (  4 )

o(13) 0 0e0( 6)
0 . 1 2 6 (  s )
0 .197 (  s )

o\14) 0.139( s)
0 . l s 1 (  s )
0 .182 (  6 )

o(1s) 0 0e7( e)
0 . 1 1 9 (  s )
0  128 (  s )

68 1s8 86
29 71 112

109 101 157

99 89 163
9 166 100

87 92 76

113 116 143
100 26 114
154 89 54

74 161 90
60 82 30

145 104 59

65 79 152
108 18 87
148 105 117

111 158 88
28 110 108

10? t4 t6r

70 160 85
35 76 122

11E 104 L47

to2 92 167
67 24 97

153 66  79

109 160 91
24 10E 195

103 84 165

t42 r23 74
127 54 123
81 L27 t42

80 84 t69
102 13 87
164 101 100

r Root mean square thermal vibrations along the ellipsoid ues (A) and angles (") between the crystal-

lographic axes and the principal axes (U) of the vibration ellipmids.

2.482 h, while the corresponding values for
2.511 and 2.507 A.

The O-O distances between oxygens linked

the other two rings are

to the same boron (see

Table 9) are all within the expected range of value.
As discussed above, two of the ten protons associated with the asym-
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metric unit are probably not participating in hydrogen bond formation.
This can be understood when the overall charge balance in the structure
is considered according to the correlations between bond length and bond
strength in borates given by Zachariasen (1963b). In compiling Table
IA, Zachariasen's values for B-O and O-H . . . O bonds were used. and
a 0.33 value was assigned to the Mg-O distances.

The summation of 30.10 for anions and cations are within the validity
conditions (*0.1 valence unit) found by Zachariasen. One proton of the
O(14) water molecule and that of the O(9) hydroxyl were considered not
participating in hydrogen bond formation and for this reason a 1.0
value was assigned to each of them.

As it can be seen in Table 11, aksaite does not present a large thermal
anisotropy. According to the results of the structural analysis, the largest
thermal motion is shown by the water molecule, O(14), which is only
linked to the Mg atom and to O(13") through a hydrogen bond. The
thermal amplitude of two of the three triangular hydroxyls, O(11) and
O(13), involved in a bond with boron as well as in two hydrogen bonds,
is rather large. Much smaller is the displacement of the O(12) hydroxyl
which is also participating to a bond with magnesium. It is also easy to
understand the slight thermal motion of the water molecule O(15),
which is involved in a bond with magnesium and in three hydrogen
bonds as well. As expected the smallest thermal amplitude and the
smallest thermal anisotropy is shown by the O(3) which is linked to
three B atoms and which is the central point of the three six-membered
rings.
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